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Adapters for use with Insulated Banana Plugs

Allows the connection of test equipment with insulated banana plugs to the FTL test
block (width of the insulated banana plug less than 11.5 mm)

Description Order Code

Adapter for insulated banana plugs FTIAR

Adapters for use with Wide Test Leads

This adapter is built for the connection of test equipment with relatively wide insulated
banana plugs (width of 11.5 mm or more) to the FTL test block. One side of the
adapter connects to the wide test lead and then connects via a short cable to a smaller
banana plug that fits comfortably into the FTL banana jacks. The banana plug in the
adapter assembly has a see-through plastic shielding that recedes when entered into
the FTL banana jack.
Standard color: red (red = RD in the last 2 digits of the Order Code)

Other Colors: RD BK BL YE GN VI

Description Order Code

Adapter for wide test leads FTIAW-RD
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Current Measurement Probe

This special test probe allows for the connection of a current measurement device or a
shunt. The AWG 13 (2.5 mm2) connection cable has a length of 118 inches (3 meters).
The test probe is availabe with c-hook terminals or banana plugs.

The current measurement probe is a special tool that is built for current measurement
purposes. It does NOT automatically short-circuit current transformer circuits upon
insertion into the FTL test block. Instead, current circuits are opened and redirected
via the attached wires once the probe is entered into the test block. The probe must
always be correctly connected to a measurement instrument or a shunt before insertion
into the FTL test block, to prevent the creation of an open current transformer circuit.
The current measurement probe should be used by properly trained personnel only.

Description Order Code

C-hook connection UTPC1
Banana plug connection UTPC2

FTL 19"Rack Plates

SECUCONTROL offers metal plates for installation of FTL test blocks in 19"racks that
come painted in various colors and with various cutouts for FTL test blocks, in stan-
dard heights of 2U or 3U. Please contact SECUCONTROL if you require drawings or
special customizations. The picture below shows an ANSI-grey #61 rack plate with
three cutouts for 10-pole FTL test blocks.
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height Rack plates are available in 2U and 3U
config. A: standard 19” rack plates, 2mm thick with standard cutouts

B-Z: reserved for special configurations
cutout e.g.14xx16 > cutout for one 14-pole (left) and one 16-pole (right)

FTL test block
e.g.14xxxx > cutout for one 14-pole (left) FTL test block
e.g.xxxx18 > cutout for one 18-pole (right) FTL test block
e.g.100810 > cutout for one 10-pole (right), one 8-pole (middle)
and one 10-pole (right) FTL test block
max. modules per rack plate = 30

color These two digits define rack plate colors. Available options can
be found in the table below:

Color Description

AG ANSI-grey #61
PG pebble grey RAL 7032
LG light grey RAL 7035
BK black

For all configurations with 3 cutouts and 30 modules (e.g. 3 x 10-pole cutouts),
SECUCONTROL recommends special FTL fitting screws (M5x22). These screws should
be mounted on the far left and the far right side of the rack plate, to prevent the tip of
the screws from touching the mounting frame. Two special screws are included with
every FTL rack plate with 3 cutouts\30 modules. Please use the order codes below for
reordering.

Special FTL Fitting Screws

Fitting set to fix the FTL test block in the rack plate cutout with 3 cutouts and 30
modules. The screw set contains two M5x22 hexagon socket head cap screws (4 mm)

Description Order Code

Special fitting set M5 SCPFT
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Covers for 19"FTL Rack Plate Cutouts

Built to cover existing cutouts in rack plates for FTL test blocks, these metal covers
are offered for different FTL cutout sizes.

Description Order Code Order Code Order Code Order Code
ANSI-grey #61 light grey pebble grey black

8 -pole cover FTBC08AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
10-pole cover FTBC10AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
12-pole cover FTBC12AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
14-pole cover FTBC14AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
16-pole cover FTBC16AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
18-pole cover FTBC18AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
20-pole cover FTBC20AG FTBC08LG FTBC08PG FTBC08BK
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